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Yannick MALINGE Chief Product Safety Officer



Editorial Sometimes it is useful to try to stand back from the daily business and reflect on our industry and the collective safety efforts of the many people who continue to work so hard to improve the safety situation. Despite our continued focus on accidents to identify safety lessons, it is also useful to study some examples of very challenging situations with positive outcomes, and by so doing we can get clues about the type of behaviours and skills that can achieve success from all threatening situations. Three events come immediately to mind. The amazingly successful landing in Bahgdad of an A300 with a severely damaged aircraft following on from a missile strike; the A320 emergency landing on the Hudson River with both engines irreparably damaged by bird strikes; and finally the successful landing following an uncontained rotor failure which did unprecedented damage to an A380. There has been much success but amidst the explosion of media reaction to a new accident or major incident we tend to forget that the aviation world today is significantly safer than in times gone by. However, knowing the dangers of complacency, the challenge remains for all of us – how do we continue to improve and what approach shall we take to secure even better levels of safety? The industry is increasingly aware of the need to maintain the required skill and knowledge levels of the industry professionals. One of the key questions is what are the basics in today’s environment? Our 18th Flight safety conference this year will address this key issue. It will focus on what we in Airbus think are some of the highest priorities. We will take a hard look at the appropriateness of current training against the evident changes in the background, experience and currency of today’s aviation people. We also know that for a culture of safety to be successful it has to be driven and demonstrated from the top in any organization. Only then does it have the chance of reaching down into the “fabric” of the working place. We will also be looking at data and how valuable it is to all of us as we try hard to collectively improve safety. This copy of “Safety First” brings to you a range of topics, some new and some we have touched on before. I hope that you find them interesting and stimulating and as always we in Airbus welcome your feedback. I would like to take this opportunity on behalf of all the Airbus Safety team in wishing you a happy and safe new year for 2012. Yannick MALINGE Chief Product Safety Officer
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Information Magazine distribution If you wish to subscribe to Safety First, please fill out the subscription form that you will find at the end of this issue. Please note that the paper copies will only be forwarded to professional addresses. Your articles As already said, this magazine is a tool to help share information. We would appreciate articles from operators, that we can pass to other operators through the magazine. If you have any inputs then please contact Nils Fayaud at:



On the AirbusWorld website we are building up more safety information for you to use.



q In the article “Radio Altimeter Erroneous Values” published in issue n°11, the Captain’s FMA illustrated in fig 5 should have displayed AP1 instead of AP1+2.



The present and previous issues of Safety First can be accessed to in the Flight Operations Community- Safety and Operational Materials portal-, at https://w3.airbusworld.com



q In the article “Airbus New Operational Landing Distances” published in issue n°12, the fourth paragraph of chapter 2/ Major Conceptual Changes should read: “As a result, a runway that is dispatched to according to the current factored Actual (instead of Available) Landing Distances (ALDs) requirement may, as soon as the aircraft leaves the ground, become inappropriate according to the OLD.”



Other safety and operational expertise publications, like the Getting to Grips with…brochures, e-briefings etc…are regularly released as well in the Flight Operations Community at the above site. If you do not yet have access rights, please contact your IT administrator. Flight Safety Hotline: +33 (0)6 29 80 86 66 E-mail: [email protected]



e-mail: [email protected] fax : +33 (0) 5 61 93 44 29
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SAVE THE DATE



After an outstanding event in Rome in March 2011, we are pleased to announce that the 18th edition of our annual Flight safety conference will touch down in Berlin, Germany from March 19th to 22nd 2012. The Flight safety conference provides an excellent forum for the exchange of information between Airbus and its



18th Berlin, 19-22 March 2012



customers. To ensure that we can have an open dialogue to promote flight safety across the fleet, we are unable to accept outside parties. The formal invitations with information regarding registration, logistics and the preliminary agenda have been sent out to our customers in December 2011.



As always, we welcome presentations from you, the conference is a forum for everybody to share information. If you have something that you believe will benefit other operators and/or Airbus or if you need additional invitations or information, please contact Mrs Nuria Soler at e-mail: [email protected]
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A320 Family / A330 Prevention and Handling of Dual Bleed Loss 1. Introduction Dual Bleed Loss (DBL) may impact flight operations, as it often results in either in-flight turn back or emergency descent followed by flight diversion. Many of these DBL events could be avoided by applying currently available solutions, which include design modifications, as well as maintenance and operational procedures. In-service experience shows that the introduction of these mitigation measures have led to a clear decrease in the number of occurrences. A DBL requires a quick identification of the situation and a rapid reaction. To simplify the crew’s task, a new standardized procedure has been introduced, that covers all cases of Dual Bleed Loss. The aim of this article is to: q Remind maintenance/engineering personnel and pilots of the existing solutions and q Present crews with the new DBL



ECAM/QRH procedure.



Figure 1 Pneumatic system layout on A330



2. The Bleed System in a Few Words The bleed system supplies pressure and temperature regulated air to the aircraft systems. The main users are the air conditioning system, which ensures air regulation for both cabin pressurization and temperature, and the wing anti-ice system (fig. 1). On the A320 Family and A330, the regulation of the bleed system is purely pneumatic and operates automatically. Under normal oper-



ating conditions, air is taken from the engines and the flight crew has no action to perform on the system. On ground, under normal operation, the APU can supply bleed air for cabin comfort or for engine start. In flight, under abnormal procedure when the engine bleed systems are no longer available, the APU bleed can also supply air for cabin pressurization (below the APU ceiling).
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3. Failure Scenarios and Mitigations A Dual Bleed Loss situation corresponds to the loss of both engine bleed air systems. The non availability of the first bleed system may be triggered by various causes, including dispatch under MMEL, and is monitored and investigated as part of the bleed system reliability. A single remaining engine bleed system is capable of supplying all the bleed functions. Under these circumstances, a fault on this second system triggers the DBL situation. The analysis of DBL events is focused on the loss of the second engine bleed system.



Importance of Logbook Recording Dual Bleed Loss events are generally preceded by single bleed fault occurrences. Recurrent and unsolved single bleed faults increase exposure to Dual Bleed Losses. Any fault in flight reflects an abnormal system behaviour and must be taken into account, even if cleared by a reset. Proper troubleshooting of the fault is necessary in order to reduce the probability of reoccurrence. An early investigation of each single bleed fault is the most efficient action to prevent a dual bleed fault. This therefore requires a systematic logbook recording to allow timely troubleshooting of each single bleed fault detected in flight.



To aircraft systems BMC OVERBOARD PCE



3.1 A320 Family Historically, as indicated in the Safety First article “A320: Avoiding Dual Bleed Loss” published in issue n°7 (February 2009), the overwhelming majority of second bleed losses on the A320 Family were caused by an overtemperature condition.
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3.1.1 Maintenance and Design Enhancements



Today, this DBL package equips more than 70% of the A320 Family fleet (either from production or by retrofit) and no reported Dual Bleed Loss has been due to the failure of these new components (fig. 3). A specific retrofit policy has been offered to support a prompt inservice implementation. The few DBL events reported on this upgraded fleet were due to installation issues, such as senseline leakage between TCT and FAV or TCT filter clogging (ref. B).



HPV



IPCV



In 2008, Airbus introduced new maintenance procedures and designed a “Dual Bleed Loss package” (ref. A). This package includes a new Temperature Control Thermostat (TCT), a new Fan Air Valve (FAV) and a new Temperature Limitation Thermostat (TLT).
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Figure 2 Bleed components description on A320 Family



note



The A330 design principle is similar to that of the A320. Note that on the A330, the TCT and TLT are respectively referred to as ThC and ThS.
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3.1.2 Operational improvements



5000



The Operational Engineering Bulletin (OEB) 40 (former OEB 203/1 issued in March 2010) was introduced to provide recommendations to monitor the temperature on the remaining engine bleed in order to prevent overheat from occurring. If the temperature increases above 240°C, the flight crew has to reduce the demand on this bleed by switching OFF one pack or the wing anti-ice system.
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Figure 3 Evolution of A320 Family Dual Bleed Loss events
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The Flight Warning Computer (FWC) F6 standard, planned for certification beginning 2012, will include a new ECAM AIR ENG 1(2) BLEED HI TEMP caution that triggers when one engine bleed is OFF and the temperature of the remaining engine bleed exceeds 240°C. The associated ECAM procedure calls for one pack or the wing anti-ice to be switched OFF (fig. 4). Embodiment of the FWC F6 standard will cancel the OEB 40.



100



3.2 A330 3.2.1 Bleed Overpressure



In contrast to the A320, the main cause for Dual Bleed Loss on the A330 is bleed overpressure (ref. C). GE mounts are particularly affected by this phenomenon. The two most common scenarios are as follows: q Pressure overshoot at thrust increase during takeoff, due to degraded reactivity of the Pressure Regulating Valve (PRV). The overpressure peak increases if the takeoff is performed with the air conditioning packs selected OFF, due to the no flow (demand) condition (refer to adjacent notes). q Erroneous measurement of



regulated pressure (Pr) due to frozen condensed water in the pressure transducers, leading the Bleed Monitoring Computer (BMC) to shut off the affected bleed system. This failure mode typically occurs in cruise or at the start of descent after a long cruise period at very low temperature (Static Air temperature lower than -60°C).



Figure 4 ECAM AIR ENG 1(2) BLEED HI TEMP caution



Operational note a) The AIR ENG 1(2) BLEED FAULT caution generally appears when passing 1500ft as it is inhibited by the Flight Warning Computer during phase 5. b) E xposure to this failure mode may be reduced by taking off with packs ON. (FCOM PRO-NOR-SOP-Before Takeoff) and by complying with the Standard Operating Procedure for two-step takeoff thrust setting (FCOM PRO-NOR-SOPTakeoff).



Engineering note The closure threshold of the OverPressure Valve (OPV) is being optimized to prevent early closure in case of PRV pressure overshoot at takeoff and subsequent loss of bleed system. The new OPV setting will be introduced through a VSB to be released by Q1 2012 (follow-up through ref. C).
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The following technical solutions (ref. E) have significantly reduced the number of bleed losses due to overtemperature (fig. 5): q Improved maintenance and design



of the Thermostat Controller



A key parameter to maintain an optimum serviceability of the component is to adjust the interval for ThC filters cleaning or replacement, depending on the severity of the operating environment. Implementation of this preventive maintenance procedure and customization of the interval are available from MPD and via specific SIL (ref. B). The ThC has also been redesigned with a new clapper/guide material in order to further improve its reliability. This improvement is covered by a Part Number change and is fitted in production starting at MSN 1274. For the in-service fleet, the Liebherr VSB 398-36-05 released in Nov 2011 applies. q Enhanced Fan Air Valve test



procedures



New functional test procedures have been developed to allow an earlier detection of the drift as well as an easier detection of faulty components. Specific health monitoring of the FAV is also recommended at the same interval as the ThC filters cleaning.
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q Fan Air Valve (FAV)
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The overtemperature occurrences are mainly driven by the ageing of the:
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3.2.2 Bleed Overtemperature
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The geometry of the pressure measurement chamber has been redesigned (improved drainage and bigger chamber volume) to allow more robustness. The new part number ZRA691-00 is installed in production by MOD 202028 from MSN 1254. For in-service aircraft a specific retrofit policy already applies to aircraft fitted with GE mounts (ref. D).
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Figure 5 Evolution of A330 Dual Bleed Loss events.



4. A320 Family/A330 New Operational Procedure A Dual Bleed Loss requires a quick identification of the situation and a rapid reaction. Airbus has performed an operational review of in-service events, which led to the standardization of the existing Dual Bleed Loss procedures. In order to simplify the crew’s task, the DBL procedures now give similar instructions whatever the cause of the Dual Bleed Loss. In essence the new procedure calls for: q A single reset of each engine



bleed (provided there is no bleed leak*) A reset may clear a fault on a bleed system if that fault was as a result of a temporary parameter fluctuation. Typically, this can be due to a failure of the system to properly regulate the bleed pressure or temperature due to engine thrust variation. In such a case, a bleed reset may allow recovery of normal operation provided the parameter is back within its normal regulation range.



Performing more than one reset would unnecessarily delay the initiation of the descent. q If the reset is unsuccessful,



rapid initiation of the descent, when above FL100 In case of Dual Bleed Loss at or close to cruise altitude, the typical fuselage leak rate leads to a cabin altitude increase of up to around 1000 ft/min. Any delay in the descent initiation will increase exposure to an ECAM CAB PR EXCESS CAB ALT warning, which requires a mandatory emergency descent.



q APU start



In case of dual engine bleed failure, the backup bleed source is the APU. bleed selection when within the APU bleed envelope



q APU



At lower altitude (FL220/200 depending on APU standard) the APU bleed enables supply of the air conditioning system, thus ensuring cabin pressurization and preventing a descent to FL100.



* In case of bleed leak, a specific procedure will apply.
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q A second reset at lower altitude



A QRH procedure (called at the end of the ECAM procedure) will provide the flight crew with a second reset procedure. The reason for this second attempt is that a reset is more likely to be successful at lower altitude.



4.1 New Ecam Air Eng 1+2 Bleed Fault Procedure A new ECAM AIR ENG 1+2 BLEED FAULT caution and procedure was designed (fig. 6). Implementation is planned as follows: q A320 Family: on the Flight Warning Computer (FWC) F8 standard, certification Q4 2015 q A330: on the FWC T5 standard,



certification planned Q4 2012.



4.2 New Qrh Air Eng 1+2 Bleed Fault Procedure Pending the implementation of the new ECAM procedure, the QRH current AIR DUAL BLEED FAULT procedure will be enhanced to be in line with the new ECAM and renamed as AIR ENG 1+2 BLEED FAULT (Q1 2012).



Figure 6 Typical new ECAM AIR ENG 1+2 BLEED FAULT caution and procedure



5. CONCLUSION The consequences of Dual Bleed Loss occurrences range from in-flight turn backs to cabin depressurization events followed by flight diversions. Technical solutions have been devised, which are summarized in this article. They include new maintenance and operational procedures as well as redesigned components available via retrofit. These solutions have proved efficient as the number of events has started to decrease, both for the A320 Family as for the A330, in the face of ever increasing fleets.



The handling of DBL events, should they occur, will now be made easier. A single and simple ECAM procedure will cover all cases of Dual Bleed Loss. This will assist crews in the identification and management of these events in the most appropriate manner (recovering bleed system when possible, avoiding excessive cabin altitude, continuing the flight to destination or to a most suitable diversion airport). An updated QRH procedure will be published pending the retrofit of the new FWC standards.



References q Ref. A: A320 DBL Package (TFU 36.11.00.059 and SIL 36-057) q Ref. B: A320/A330 Preventive Cleaning / Replacement of the Temperature Control Thermostat Filter (SIL 36-055) q Ref. C: A330 Solutions for Overpressure (TFU 36.11.00.069) q Ref. D: New Pressure Transducer (SB A330-36-3039 and RIL 36-3039) q Ref. E: A330 Solutions for Overtemperature (TFU 36.11.00.065)
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The Fuel Penalty Factor Failures Affecting the Fuel Consumption A320 Family and A330/A340 1. Introduction Monitoring the fuel consumption all along a mission is one of the most important tasks of the flight crew. This general statement was already highlighted in the Safety First article “Low Fuel Situation Awareness” published in issue n°6 (July 2008). This article stressed the following points:



that have an impact on the fuel consumption. The only exception is the one engine out failure, once confirmed in the FMS. For all other cases, the FMS predictions should be corrected to take into account the consequences of these failures in terms of excessive fuel consumption.



q The importance of the different



The purpose of this article is to present new developments in terms of:



fuel checks in cruise, to detect an abnormal fuel situation



q The functionality limitations of the



Flight Management System (FMS) in terms of fuel predictions, under non-nominal aircraft conditions.



In this new article, we will focus on the second theme: The FMS Estimated Fuel On Board (EFOB) predictions do not currently take into account the in-flight failures



q Documentation and procedure



that have been introduced in November of 2011



q Coming standards of Flight



Warning Computers that will soon become available. These enhancements were designed to improve the crews’ awareness of the fuel consumption increase generated by certain failures.



2. Failures Affecting the Fuel Consumption All failures that affect the nominal aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft will also increase its fuel consumption. The additional drag penalty drag has to be compensated by an increase in thrust (to maintain the same flight conditions) or by a descent to a lower flight level (if there is no thrust margin). The two main sources of additional drag are: q A failure affecting the flight



control surfaces, which may lead to three specif ic conf igurations, generating each a different amount of drag: • The surface is blocked in its full deflection position (runaway), or • The surface is free and floats in the wind (zero hinge moment position), or • The surface (only applicable to spoilers) slowly extends over time, after the loss of its hydraulic actuation (spoiler drift, see explanations in box below). q A failure affecting the landing



gears or landing gear doors retraction function, which will lead to the gears, or doors, remaining extended.
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SPOILER DRIFT In case of hydraulic system failure, some spoilers will no longer operate. An antiextension device will avoid the deflection of the spoiler. However, depending on the condition of the spoiler servo control, this anti-extension device could be sensitive to temperature variations or prone to actuator leak. In that case, the spoiler may not be maintained retracted and may extend over time up to its zero hinge moment position. Let us consider the cockpit effects of such a failure mode on an A320: q First, the Hydraulic failure (HYD G SYS LO PR for instance), with all affected spoilers indicated fault retracted in amber on the ECAM Flight Control page (fig. 1A).



Figure 1A A320 ECAM F/CTL page: affected spoilers indicated fault retracted



q If one of the affected spoilers (n°5 left, for instance) drifts, no indication will appear on the ECAM as long as the extension value remains below 2.5°. q Once it crosses that threshold, a F/CTL SPLR FAULT amber caution is triggered and the affected spoiler is indicated fault deflected in amber on the ECAM F/CTL page (fig. 1B). q From then on, it is considered that the affected spoiler generates a non negligible increase of the fuel consumption, which will evolve over time, as the spoiler extends further. Figure 1B A320 ECAM F/CTL page: spoiler n°5 indicated fault deflected



We can segregate these failures into four systems : ELEC, F/CTL, HYD, L/G.



note



Indeed, as the flight control surfaces are all electrically controlled, and hydraulically activated, some ELEC and/or HYD failures will lead to the loss of flight control surfaces (ailerons and/or spoilers).



Figure 1C Illustration of spoiler drift on an A330
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MULTIPLE FAILURES Some faults that independently do not generate any fuel consumption increase can, if combined, lead to an overconsumption. This can be due to in-flight failures, or more likely, to the combination of a dispatch under MEL followed by an in-flight failure. This kind of combination has to be taken into account in the failure cases generating a fuel consumption increase.



To illustrate the concept of multiple failures, let us consider an example on the A330. The general architecture of the aircraft’s flight control system is is illustrated in fig. 2A.



Figure 2A A330 Flight Control Architecture



The aircraft may be dispatched with PRIM3 inoperative under MEL. This implies that two pairs of spoilers (spoilers n°1 and n°2) and the redundancy on both outboard ailerons are lost (fig. 2B).



Figure 2B Loss of PRIM3



If SEC1 fails in flight, the aircraft loses an additional pair of spoilers (n°6) as well as the left outboard aileron, which goes to its zero hinge moment position(fig. 2C).



Figure 2C Loss of PRIM3 and SEC1



The simple failure of SEC1 taken independently, would have no effect on the fuel consumption. However, combined with the loss of PRIM3 , it leads to drag being generated by the left aileron in the zero hinge moment position.
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The flight control and landing gear/ landing gear doors malfunctions may be caused by either simple or multiple failures (see explanations in box above).



3. Information Provided to the Flight Crew up to Nov 2011 3.1 Failures Managed by Ecam For failures affecting the fuel consumption, a dedicated “INCREASED FUEL CONSUMP” message is provided through the associated ECAM STATUS page. However, in the current FWC standards, this line is not displayed for all failures generating a fuel consumption increase (in particular for multiple in-flight failures or for cases of dispatch under MEL) (fig. 3). To obtain information on the consumption increase, the flight crew had to refer, if time permitted, to the description of the associated ECAM alert in the FCOM. Retrieving this information was therefore left to the pilot’s initiative (fig. 4). 3.2 Failures Managed by Qrh For failures that were managed through the QRH, the additional fuel consumption information was directly provided in the QRH procedure (like for instance by a caution for the LANDING WITH SLATS OR FLAPS JAMMED procedure) (fig. 5).



4. Information Provided to the Flight Crew from Nov 2011 With the QRH revision of November 2011, the procedure has been improved to give better guidance and more comprehensive information. This procedure will be further supported by future Flight Warning Computer (FWC) standards.



Figure 3 STATUS page of L/G GEAR UPLOCK FAULT



PROCEDURES ABNORMAL AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES



27.01A



ABNORMAL AND LANDING GEAR EMERGENCY PROCEDURES



A330



FLIGHT CREW OPERATING MANUAL A318/A319/A320/A321 QUICK REFERENCE HAND BOOK



29 JUL 11



L/G GEAR UPLOCK FAULT (Cont'd)



LANDING WITH SLATS OR FLAPS JAMMED (Cont'd)



Ident.: PRO-ABN-32-D-00010765.0001001 / 17 AUG 10 Applicable to: ALL



Normal operating speeds



L12



 If FLAPS jammed > 0



STATUS



MAINTAIN SLAT/FLAP CONFIGURATION MAX SPEED................................................................ 250/.55 INOP SYS L/G LEVER........................................................ KEEPMAX DOWN Recommended speed for diversion: SPEED -10 kt L/G RETRACT



(1)



Slats



Note: FUEL ‐ In some cases, MAX SPEED -10 kt may be a  few knots higher than the VFE. INCREASED CONSUMP (1) In this situation, pilot may follow the VFE. See ‐ In case of a go-around with CONF FULL selected, the L/G NOT DOWN Flight with the landing gear extended hasatalanding significant on fuel consumption and climb warning is triggered geareffect retraction. gradient (Refer to PRO-SPO-25-40 Climb). Multiply fuel consumption by approximately 2.8. MAX SPEED Flaps



F=0 Figure 4 L/G GEAR NO UPLOCK S=0 LIMITATION FAULT FCOM description
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